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The new Caddy Kombi’s 
innovation and style are 
made to keep up with 
your life.  
 
With the combination of a striking 
design and convenient flexibility, 
you’re covered for every drive. 
From getting business done to 
all your family business, the new 
Caddy Kombi is there for whatever 
comes next.

For whatever  
comes next

Local vehicle specifications may differ from model shown



Versatile and 
practical design 

Whether you’re doing school runs or work 
trips, always look the part in the new 
Caddy Kombi. The new distinctive style of 
the exterior combines striking design with 
practical consideration.  

Stylish front 

The outside of the new Caddy Kombi now boasts a new 
honeycomb grille with dynamic lines for improved efficiency, 
and a stylish black bumper.   

Lighting the way 

Get used to safer, more comfortable driving with powerful 
halogen headlights and separate daytime running lights, 
that are permanently switched on during driving, ensuring 
your drive is a safe one.  

Doors and windows   

Convenient rear sliding doors and optional wing doors gives 
you seamless access into the new Caddy Kombi.



The new Caddy Kombi is packed with 
adjustable and robust features that let 
you quickly adapt to whatever life throws 
at you.

Flexible Seating

With up to 7 seats with flexible configuration, a second 
seating row can be double  folded and removed while 
the third-row seats (on 7 seat models) can individually 
fold and be removed to be as adaptable and flexible 
as life requires.

More space

Handle more in less trips with the new Caddy Kombi. 
Both the new Caddy Kombi and Caddy Maxi Kombi 
models have a maximum load compartment volume 
of 2.5m3 and 3.1m3 with the seats removed. Enjoy 
increased storage space with a removable luggage 
compartment cover and handy draw storage.

Adjustable side mirrors

Electrically adjusted, side mirrors that keep your sights
on the road.

Functionality 
first



The new Caddy Kombi’s smart infotainment 
system keeps you connected and puts you in 
control.

App-Connect (optional) 

The optional App-Connect feature allows you to 
conveniently use selected apps, content or take calls from 
your smartphone at the touch of a button. Content is 
transmitted to the display of the infotainment system and 
can be comfortably and clearly controlled within your 
line of vision. 

Infotainment at your fingertips 

The new Caddy Kombi’s smart infotainment system gives 
you control of your drive. Through the multifunction 
steering wheel, you can connect from the outset to our 
Composition Audio 16.51 cm (6.5-inch) colour touchscreen 
radio. Comes standard with 4 speakers and an easily 
accessible USB type C socket. 

Connected 
technology



Innovative
driving 

Every drive you take is more 
protected than ever with our most 
advanced driving innovations.

Driver assistance 

The new Caddy Kombi makes driving 
comfortable and safe with optional features like 
Cruise Control and Park Distance Control. Using 
parking sensors to monitor the vehicle’s sides, 
Park Distance Control alerts you with visual and 
audible warnings if you’re getting too close. 

Electronic Parking Brake (E-Brake) and Auto-
hold

The new Caddy Kombi uses both these 
brake technologies together for quick and 
easy parking. Auto-hold stops your car from 
accidentally rolling back or forward on a slope, 
while E-Brake lets you park quickly and easily, 
at the touch of a button. 

Modular Transverse Matrix (MQB)

The new Caddy Kombi comes with innovative 
modern technology made to improve your drive. 
The MQB unlocks access and sharing of the 
latest driving technology across the Volkswagen 
range and creates a comfortable driving 
experience in the new Caddy Kombi.



Key features 
at a glance

- Up to 7 seats with flexible    
 configuration

- 16-inch Wien alloy wheels

- Multi-function steering wheel

- Touchscreen Composition Audio  
 Radio

- Halogen Headlights 

- Electronic Parking Brake 
 & Auto-hold

- Fixed tow bar

- Park Distance Control with 
 Rear-view Camera (optional)

- Rear wing doors (optional)

Local vehicle specifications may differ from model shown



Solid paint finishes

Metallic paint finishes

Pearlescent paint finish

Cherry Red

Copper Bronze

Mojave Beige

Costa Azul

Reflex SilverGolden Green

Fortana Red

Starlight Blue Indium Grey

Deep Black

Pure Grey Candy White

Colour
options



Technical 
information

Engine

Caddy Kombi 

1.6i 81kW  

SWB- 7 Seater

Caddy Kombi 

2.0 TDI 81kW 

SWB- 7 Seater

Caddy Kombi 

Maxi 2.0 TDI 

81kW LWB

Cylinders 4 4 4

Output (kW @ r/min) 81 @ 5800 81 @ 2750-4500 81 @ 2750-4500

Torque (Nm @ r/min) 152 @ 3850-4100 300 @ 1500-2500 300 @ 1500-2500

CO2 emissions (gkm)** 167 145 145

Transmission

6-speed manual X X X

Performance

Acceleration in seconds

(0-100 km/h)
12,8 12,4 12,8 

Engine and transmissions



Technical  
dimensions

width, min./max.



Wheels 

Standard

16-inch “Wien“ alloy wheels 



Seat
upholstery

Seat upholstery

Fabric Seat Upholstery. ‘Double Grid’ pattern
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